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Appendix 9  

 

Investigation Recording 9, “We are still in the preparatory stage for organ donation” 

 

Subject of Investigation: A staff member from the Red Cross Society of Beijing 

 

Date: December 6, 2015 (Phone number: 861063558766)  

 

(Recording: MP3) 

 

 

Investigator: That is Beijing Red Cross, right? 

Red Cross staff: Yes, we are on duty today. 

Investigator: I have a relative, who needs a transplant. The hospital said that your Red 

Cross Society here has organs. I would like to ask, do people donate organs here at the 

Red Cross Society? 

Red Cross staff: You mean the organ donation? 

Investigator: Yes, organ donation. 

Red Cross staff: We are the Beijing Red Cross Society, and now we are still in the 

preparatory stage for organ donation. 

Investigator: Beijing is preparing for organ donation through the Red Cross, right? 

Red Cross staff: Yes, yes. 

Investigator: That has not yet begun, right? Does that mean Beijing residents have not 

donated any organs yet, there’s no such a case yet, and you are still in the preparatory 

stage, correct? 

Red Clerk: We now have a preparatory office, which is doing this, but no specific 

department is formally being responsible for it. 

Investigator: Just preparations. No formal department is doing it, right? 

Red Cross staff: Right, only preparations, but no formal department has been established 

yet. 

Investigator: Oh, that means no one can come in to donate his/her organs, right? 

Red Cross staff: It’s possible that some people have the intention to donate, and we 

generally encourage them to register on a website. 

 

http://www.zhuichaguoji.org/sites/default/files/report/2015/50795_2015_12_06_13-25-37_861063558766bei_jing_shi_hong_hui_juan_xian_zai_chou_jian_-edited-ms.mp3

